ANAGRAM QUIZ 2

ANIL  Perth, Australia

The clues are definitive anagrams or polyanagrams of the answers. Most are reversibles (work either way—Q: A = A: Q). Answers are out back.

1. Act is run. (8)
2. all show (7)
3. Art a cube. (1 4 I=1=1)
4. a slid song (9)
5. bummer in reps (unrip members) (5 7)
6. “Command, I go act.” (13)
7. co-star (6)
8. era salute (9)
9. Ever I gab. (8)
10. gisted (6)
11. harsh dip (4/4)
12. Held at. (6)
13. id boil (6)
14. “I” definition act (14)
15. ie, MA, PhD lot (3 7)
16. I’m Zea. (5)
17. “I sit in at old art.” (14)
18. leg zeal (7)
19. lies, sin probity (14)
20. low “Gr...!” (5)
21. math unable of (12)
22. Own not a dud. (4 3 3)
23. Pot-face stun, I. (12)
24. Pre-spy, oh? (8)
25. Rein cleaved. (11)
26. “Run get!” (6)
27. Sense-death, it. (12)
28. sense mocker (5/6)
29. sex I plot (8)
30. slack bider (4/6)
31. snak pack (4/4)
32. so name happenings (7 9)
33. square lie (9)
34. the “or” (5)
35. thy my-sap, my thy-sap (8)
36. Vie, ...reach! (8)